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Tansi (Hello)

As a Cree Woman of mixed ancestry, I bring a high 
degree of cultural safety and humility to my work 
as a practitioner in Emergency Management. With 
a focus on relational accountability and social 
justice, I believe that resilience in our 
communities takes root through the shared space 
wise practice and collective action.

I am a mother, raising two young sons, Keegan and 
Bowen on the traditional territories of the 
Squamish Nation and Lil’wat Nation. It is here that 
I ground myself on the land, in community and find 
a space of wellness.

I hold a PhD and focus my research on Indigenous 
resilience and understanding the impacts of 
colonialism as an unnatural and enduring disaster.    
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The Disproportionate Impacts of Climate Related Disasters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Nations and Indigenous communities across Canada and globally are on the front lines of climate change. The loss of land and placement of reserves on highly vulnerable pieces of landThe Loss of LanguageColonization of Governance StructuresIntergenerational and Complex Trauma Systemic racial inequalities and prejudice that create barriers for Indigenous people to receive support-Each of these elements that lead to disproportionate experiences during disasters all stem from the acts of colonization. Colonization in and of itself is in fact the greater disaster that has ever impacted Indigenous people globally. 



Lillooet Road Slide – September 2016

Diesel Spill Similkameen – April 2016

Flooding – Spring 2017

Wildfire Crisis – Summer 2018

CP Derailment Thompson River – January 2017

Skuppah Fire – June 2016

Gibraltar Mine Spill – March 2016

Copper Mountain Mine Disaster – December 
2014

Mount Polley Mine Disaster – August 2014

Apex Mountain Sewage Spill – December 2015

Wildfire Crisis - 2017
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COVID Global Pandemic – 2020-2021

Opioid Crisis – 2017-2021

Compounding Disasters and Complex Trauma

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that Climate Change is driving the frequency and intensity of many disaster events…Environmental emergencies disproportionately impacting FNsImpacts to the land = impacts to food systemsAdditional mental wellness crises on top of theseCreates complex compound mental wellness conditions FNs have limited resources/capacity to respondImpacts of colonialism that set framework & feed into all of these



Dzawada’enuxw First Nation
The Flooding of the Village of Gwavi

October 17, 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the story of… dza-wah-day-noowh The loss of land and placement of reserves on highly vulnerable pieces of land





Reclaiming Wellness
Reclaiming My Wellness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The journey of wellness is something that is unique to each of us on an individual level. I am reclaiming my wellness – as someone who is responding to the impacts of climate change on a daily and seasonal basis, I am owning and advocating for my own wellness in this seemingly never ending space of crisis. My wellness is found in the mountains – it is where my spiritual, physical, mental and emotional needs are met. It is not lost on me that the mountain culture that fuels my wellness will soon experience irreparable impact as a result of climate change…. 



Thank You
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